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Bev is the Smart One, who finally leaves her artistic ambitions in chalk dust (and her humor-impaired
husband in the arms—and legs—of his nubile protégée) to become a schoolteacher. Clare is the Pretty One,
who married well and seems to be living a designer version of the suburban dream. Joey is the Wild One,
struggling to stay clean and sober now that she's used up her fifteen minutes of fame as a one-hit-wonder
rock star.

They love each other but mix like oil, water, and hundred-proof gin . . . a combination that threatens to
combust over family tensions, suspected infidelities, a devastating accident, a stunning confession, and the
sudden reappearance of their handsome, now all-grown-up former neighbor, Kenny Waxman, who's back in
town making his mark as a TV comedy writer.

It seems they'll never understand where their differences begin and their own destructive tendencies end.
Then it happens: the sisters discover a decades-old body stuffed inside an industrial drum and begin a bold,
heartbreaking, and sometimes hilarious journey that will either bring them together . . . or tear them apart for
good.
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From reader reviews:

Willie Letchworth:

What do you think about book? It is just for students because they're still students or that for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great and also important the book The Smart One. All type of book is it
possible to see on many solutions. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Bernard Davisson:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it is
known to us that book is very important for all of us. The book The Smart One was making you to know
about other know-how and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for
you. The reserve The Smart One is not only giving you far more new information but also being your friend
when you feel bored. You can spend your current spend time to read your publication. Try to make
relationship together with the book The Smart One. You never really feel lose out for everything when you
read some books.

Dixie Santiago:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make anyone
to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information easier to share.
You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You will see
that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. The particular book that recommended to you
personally is The Smart One this book consist a lot of the information in the condition of this world now.
This kind of book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer
make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some research when he makes
this book. Honestly, that is why this book suited all of you.

Richard Chambers:

Many people spending their time by playing outside using friends, fun activity using family or just watching
TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by studying a book. Ugh, think
reading a book will surely hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It alright you can have the
e-book, having everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like The Smart One which is having the e-book
version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.
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